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Abstract. A decision procedure for a class of true sentences of congruences generated by finite 
monadic Church-Rosser systems is developed. Using this decision procedure it is shown that if 
*.tir is the monoid presented by such a system 7’, then (i) it is decidable given T whether ,Wr is 
a group, (ii) it is decidable given T and a finite set /\ whether the submonoid generated by A 
is a group or a left (right, two-sided) ideal, and (iii) Green’s relations for :MT are decidable. 
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Introduction 
The Church-Rosser property has been shown to be extremely powerful when 
possessed by term-rewriting systems, tree-manipulating systems, and other types 
of replacement systems [8, 14, 161. Recently it has been shown that this property 
also yields many interesting results when applied to string replacement systems 
such as Thue systems [l-3,6]. As well as serving as rewriting systems, Thue systems 
may be viewed as presentations of semigroups or monoids. 
In this paper it is shown that there is a decision procedure for a specific class of 
true statements about congruences that are Church-Rosser. The class of sentences 
is defined syntactically and has prenex form 3’vp or Vp3’, linear terms, positive 
matrices and other restrictions. The decision procedure depends on the Thue system 
being finite, monadic and Church-Rosser. Examples of statements in the class are 
as follows: 
(i) “for strings x’ and y, x divides y on the left or i’ divides x on the right”, that 
is, 3~ ((xv=y)v(t:y=x)); 
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(ii) ‘*for strings X, y, z, all strings are left quotients of z by x and all strings 
divide y both on the left and also on the right”, that is, 
The notion of ‘reduction’ used in the study of Thue systems and their congruences 
is based on length-decreasing transformations and, hence, is Noetherian. Thus, the 
requirement that such a system be Church-Rosser is a very strong restriction. 
However, such systems have properties that allow one to obtain a great deal of 
information about them, e.g., the word problem is decidable in linear time [2]. 
With this notion of reduction, a Thue system is Church-Rosser if and only if 
every congruence class has a unique irreducible element which is then taken as the 
normal form. If, in addition, the system is finite and monadic, then for every regular 
subset of the underlying free monoid the corresponding set of irreducible strings 
is also a regular set. Thus, one can answer questions about unions of congruence 
classes where the union is taken over a regular set by studying the corresponding 
regular sets of irreducible strings. The decision procedure described in Theorem 
3.1 is based on this fact. 
As applications of the main result it is shown that it is decidable whether a given 
finite set is independent, and whether the submonoid generated by a given finite 
set is a group or a left (right, two-sidedj ideal. Also, it is shown that in this context 
Green‘s relations are decidable. 
While the results presented here are about Thue systems and their congruences, 
it is hoped that these results will motivate investigations in other areas, e.g., 
tree-manipulating systems, term-rewriting systems, operational semantics, 
squat ion al logic. 
1. PreOiminar ies 
It IS assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic results in the theories of 
automata, computability and formal language theory as covered in a text such as 
that of %pcroft and Ullman [7]. In this section notation is established and the 
basic definitions and properties of Thue systems and congruences are described. 
If L is a finite alphabet, then I r* denotes the free monoid with identity e generated 
by Z. If w is a string, then the lerzgth of M* is denoted by I\v 1: Ic 1 = 0; Ia i = 1 if 0 E E; 
‘ rclvcl = ! w , + 1 if IV E z‘*_ 0 f Z. 
A T’hzw system T on a finite alphabet Z is a subset of C* XC*. The T/llrre 
cc~rrgntenre gtwerated hv T is the reflexive transitive closure + of the relation +97 
d&n4 as follows: For-any II, t’ such that (LC, c ) E T or (c, U) E T anti any X, y E E*, 
.lrr! C*~~-CJZ Ifs (-+r+ and ix I> 1~1, then write s +T)‘, and write AT for the reflexive 
transitive closure of the relation denoted by +T. 
Let T bc a Thue system on the alphabet ,5. If .Y, y E E* and .I- +)., then x and 
t ;mz mzgrrm~ I mod T). If s E E*, then the coqrzderzce class of x (mod 7‘) is 
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[x] = {y EC* Ix + y}. This notation is extended to sets A c C* as [A] = 
{y EC* 1 there exists an x E A such that x + y}, so that [A] = U {[x11x E A}. If X, 
y E C* and x +y, then x is an ancestor of y and y is a descendant of x ; the set 
of all ancestors of x is denoted by (x) and the set of all descendants of x is denoted 
by A*(x). This notation is also extended to sets A c C* as 
and 
(A > = {y E C* 1 there exists an x E A such that y +-x} 
A*(A) = {y E C* 1 there exists an x E A such that x + y ), 
so that 
(A)=U{(x)j+~ ~4 and d*(A)=U{d*(x)jx~A}. 
Let T be a Thue system on the alphabet C. If x EC* and there is no y such that 
x -Ty, then x is irreducible (mod T). Let IRR(T) denote the set’of all strings that 
are irreducible (mod T). 
Proposition 1.1 ([l]). Let T be a Thue system err the alphabet C. If T is finite, then 
IRR(T) is a regular set, and from Tone can effectively construct a finite state acceptor 
for IR.R( TJ. 
If 1’ is a Thue system on the alphabet 6, then the set of congruence classes of 
the colngruence + forms a monoid &. This monoid is the quotient of Z* by + 
and SC/~ has [e] as identity. The multiplication in AT is given by [x] 0 [y] = [.uJ*]. The 
’ Thue system T is a presentation of A&-. 
For background on semigroups and monoids, see [ 111. 
When there is no ambiguity regarding the Thue system T under consideration, 
the subscript T will be omitted. 
2. Church-Rosser ‘systems 
In this section we describe some of the properties of Thue systems with the 
Church-Rosser property. 
Let T be a Thue system on the alphabet 5. The system T is said to be 
Church-Rosser (or to have the Church-Rosserproperty ) if for all x, y E .Z*, if x + )t., 
then there exists a z E 2’ such that x +zand y +z. 
lf a Thue system is Church-Rosser, then every congruence class has a unique 
irreducible string [6, 81. For any finite Thue systesn there is a linear-time algorithm 
that will compute on input x an irreducible string y congruent to x [Z]. Thus, if a 
finite Thue system is Church-Rosser, then its word problem (i.e., “given x, y, is x 
congruent to y?“) is not only decidable but also decidable in linear time [2]. 
The fact that in a Church-Rosser system each con-gruence class has a unique 
irreducible string is very usefui since it allows one to represent a congruence class 
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by that unique irreducible string. If the system is both finite and Church-Rosser, 
then some questions about certain collections of coligruence classes are easily 
answered since the set of irreducible strings is regular. 
Notice that if T is Church-Rosser, then, for any set A cX*, the set 
is exactly 
(J*(A)n IRR( T)) = [J*(A) A IRRVY 
since s +-y if and only if there is a (unique! irreducible z such that .x -‘-+1-z and 
P ==+7’z. 
A Thue system T on an alphabet 2 is monadic if (II, II) E T implies Iu~> 10 1 and 
c’Er;w(e). 
The following result will be important in the proof of our main result. 
Proposition 2.1 (41). Let The a finite Thue system on the alphabet C. Suppose that 
T is mwadic. For every regular set R c .Z”, the set A*(R) of descendants of R is a 
rquiur set, artd a finite-state acceptor (regular expression ) for A *(R ) can be efiectively 
from and acceptor expression for 
Sketch of proof (due to Jean Bcrstel). For a regular set R, let lM1 be a finite-state 
xceptf.lr such that L(M, j = R. For every ordered pair (p, q) of states of Ml. let 
Lp.,, be the regular set of all strings IV such that, on input H’, !Mi goes from 3, :e p 
to state q. For each a E E u {e}. if (a) A L1?4 is not empty, then add a transition from 
11 to y on input u ; if ((1) A LP,(, is empty, add no such transition. The result is a 
non-deterministic finite-state acceptor M2 such that L(A4?) = J*(R). C 
Note that it is decidable whether a finite Thue system is Church-Rosser. 
Proposition 2.2 ([S]b T/lere is a polyrzomial-time algorithm to describe the following 
questiorr : “GiwtI a finite Thue system T, is T Cktrch-Rosser?“. 
For other properties of Church-Rosser systems, see [l-4, 6, 8, 1 S]. 
3. Main result 
In this section the class of sentences to be studied is defined syntactically and 
then an interpretation is given in terms of an arbitrary Thue congruence. The main 
result states that there is a decision procedure for the class of true sentences when 
the congruence is generated by a finite monadic Church-Rosser system. 
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3.1. The class of sentences 
Let C be a finite alphabet. 
(i) Variables. Let VE and VU be two disjoint countable sets of symbols such 
that V nC = fl where V = Vu u VE. A symbol v (U? i) in Vu is a universal variabk 
and a symbol v(E, i) in VE is an existential variable. For each variable v( U, i) 
(v(E, i)) there is a regular set DiU, i) cZ* (resp., D(E, i) SE*), the domain of 
the variable, that is effectively described by specifying a regular expression. 
(ii) Terms. A constant term is a string in C *. A universal term is a nonempty 
string in (C u VU)*. An existential term is a nonenpty string in (Z u VE)*. 
(iii) Atomic formulas. If x and y are constant terms, th’en x s y is a consfunt 
atomic formula. If x and y are two existential terms ‘31 one existential Wm and 
one constant term, then x = y is an existential atomic formula. If x’ and y are two 
universal terms or one universal term and one constant term, then x = y is a 
universal atomic formula. If x is an existential term and y is a universal term, then 
x=y andy =x are mixed atomic formulas. 
(iv) Formulas, An atomic formula is a formula. If Fl and Fz are formulas such 
that no existential variable occurs in both F1 and Fz, then (F1 A F2) is a formula. If 
F1 and F2 are formulas such that no universal variable occurs in both K and Fz, 
then (F1 v F2) is a formula. A formula is linear if no variable #occurs twice in that 
d 
formula. c 
(v) Sentences. If F is a formula with existential variables o(E, il), . . . , u (E, i’, ) 
and universal variables u ( U, jl), . . . , u (U, j,,, then 
tlu(ulj,) l l l Vu(U,j,) 3u(E, i,j.. - 3v(E,LJF 
and 
3u(E, il) l - = 3u(E, i4) Vv(U,jl) l l l VuW,j,,)F 
are sentences. Let SEN(C) be the set of all sentences over the aJphabet C and let 
LINSEN(G) be the set of all sentences over C that contain only linear formulas. 
The partition of the set of variables as ‘existential’ and ‘universal’ is a matter of 
convenience since it allows a simple way of capturing the notion that an atomic 
iormula rn:iy contain existential variables or universal variables but not both. 
3.2. The i/t terpreta tion fey The system T 
For any given Thue system T on the alphabet Yr, define the following interpre- 
tation: 
(i) Each variable takes values in its domain. 
(ii) The symbol = is interpreted as the congruence Ai. (The subscript 1” is 
omitted in the rest of the discussion.) 
(iii) The symbol A is interpreted as conjunction and the symbol v is interpreted 
as disjunction. 
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lJnder this interpretation each sentence in SEN(C) is either true or false as a 
statement abut the congruence A and hence about the monoid & presented by 
T (recall: _Z& is 2* 14). Let SEN( T, C) denote the set of all statements about ,*, 
obtained from SEN@) under this interpretation, and let LINSEN(T, .X) denote the 
set of all statements about ,*, obtained from LINSEN(2) under this interpretation. 
3.3. 1714 result 
Refore stating the main result, we consider an example. 
Let T be a monzdic Thue system on the alphabet C and let JUT be the monoid 
presented by T. The generalized word problem for J& is the following: Given a 
subset A of C* and a string w EZ*, is [w] in the submonoid of J&- generated by 
A, i.e., does there exist a string y in A* such that w +-y? 
For a regular set A and a string MY, we can construct a sentence S that is true 
under the interpretation if and only if there exists a string y in A * such that IV + J+. 
If WC let L’ be an existential variable with domain A*, then the sentence S is 
30 k=w). 
From Thesrcm 3.1 below we will see that if T is finite, monadic and Church- 
Wosser, then the serltence S is decidable. 
This cxamplc illustrates the usefulness of allowing each variable to have a domain 
that is a specific regular subset of X* instead of every variable having domain C*. 
Now we establish the main result. 
Theorem 3.1. Let T he a Thuc system on the alphabet 2. If T is finite, monadic 
and Church-Rnsser, then there is a decision procedure for the set of all true sentences 
irr I .I!WEEN~ T. 2’ 1, that is, there is a~ algorithm that 011 input a sentence in LINSEN(C) 
will c~~t*~~tuaIiv ha/t and corrcctlv answer the questiorl of whether that sentence is true 
or fake under the t’nterpre/ation for T described ahox 
Proof. Consider sentences in LINSEN(1). No atomic formula has both existential 
:tnd universal variables and every term is linear. From Section 3. l(iv), if fF1 A &) 
is ;L formula, then no existential variable occurs in both F1 and F:,, and if (FI v FzI 
is a formula, then no universal variable occurs in both F1 and Fz. Thus, one can 
Jistributc the q”qe ,,ntifiers over A and v so that any sentence in LINSEN(Z) is 
quivalcnt to a positive (i.e., using only conjunctions and disjunctions) combination 
of \c’ntc‘nccs in LINSEN~~) having only a single atomic formula. This means that 
it is sutlkient to restrict attention to those sentences in LINSEN(Z) with only a 
single atomic formula. 
Let Ii 3 tz be an atomic formula. With tl (t?), associate a regular set R 1 (resp., 
R, 1 -is follows: 
w if I I is ;1 constant term. then tl E S* so let RI = {tl}; 
cri 0 if t I k not a constant term, then tl is a concatenation of variable symbols 
:lnd ~:on-Gtnts. that is. tI c 4 1’ _ Z Y let RI bs the regular set obtained from tl by I 3 ‘*- 
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substituting for each variable symbol v in tl the regular set that is the domain of 
v, so that RI is the concatentation of regular sets (domains) and sets containing 
only a single string (constants) in the order specified by tl. 
In order to determine whether the sentence containing tl =t2 is true for the 
congruence generated by T, it is necessary to obtain information about the sets 
[~~]={y~forsomex~R~,x~~y}and[~~]={y~forsomex~RZ,x*r*Ty).Since 
T is finite, monadic and Church-Rosser, RI and & regular imply that [&I and 
[&I are deterministic ontext-free [4], and there are many questions about deter- 
ministic context-free languages that are known to be undecidable. However, T 
being Church-Rosser implies that it is sufficient o consider the sets of irreducible 
representatives of RI and R2. Since T is Church-Rosser, the set of irreducible 
representatives of RI (Rz) is the set of irreducible descendants of RI (resp., R:). 
Let IRI = A*(Rl) n IRR(T) and let IR2 = A*(R2) n IRR(T). Since T is finite, 
IRR(T) is a regular set (Proposition 1.1). Since T is finite and monadic, RI and 
R2 regular implies A*(R1) and A*(Rz) are regular (Proposition 2.1). Thus, IRI and 
IR2 are regular sets of irreducible strings and 
[IRJ = (IR1) = [R J and [IIGI = (IRA = C&l. 
Further, from T and regular expressions for 9 1 and R2, one can construct regular 
expressions for IRI and IRZ. 
Consider the atomk formula tl = t2. There are four cases. 
Case 1. If this formula is universal, then one can ignore existential quantifiers 
so the sentence is Vv( U, j,> 9 l - &I( U, j&l =tz). This sentence is true under the 
interpretation for 55 if and only if every string in RI is congruent to every string 
in Rz. Since T is Church-Rosser, every string is congruent to exactly one irreducible 
string. Thus, every string in RI is congruent to every string in Rz if and only if 
both IRI and IR2 are singleton sets ar 150 IRI = IR2. 
Case 2. If this formula is existential, then one can ignore universal quantifiers 
so the sentence is 3(E, il) l l l 3(E, i& =t2). This sentence is true under the 
interpretation for = if and only if there exists a string in R1 that is congruent to 
some string in RZ. Since T is Church-Rosser, every string is congruent to exactly 
one irreducible string. Thus, there exists a string in R1 that is congruent to some 
string in Rz if and only if II31 n IRz f 8. 
Case 3. If this formula is constant, then it follows from Cases 1 and 2 that the 
sentence is true if and only if IRI = IRZ. 
Case 4. If this formula is mixed, then one 
existential, say tl is universal. There are two 
quantifiers are in the order Vq3’ or the order 
Case 4.1. If the sentence is Vu(U, jl 
of tl, f2 is universal and the other is 
subcases depending on whether the 
Wfq . 
) * . l b’v(U,j,) 3t((E, il) l l e 3u(E, z”J 
VI =f2), then the sentence is true under the interpretation for = if and only if 
every string in RI is congruent to some string in R2 if and only if IR1 c IR2. 
Case 4.2. Ifthesentenceis%(E,jl) l - 9 Pv(E,i,) Vv(c/, il) l * l V,u(U, i,)(tl =M, 
then the sentence is true under the interpretation for = if and only if there is some 
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string in RZ that is congruent to every string in RI. Since T is Church-Rosser, 
every string is congruent to exactly one irreducible string. Thus, there is some string 
in RZ that is congruent to every string in RI ii and only if IR1 is a singleton set 
and also IR1 c IRZ. 
Since one can construct regular expressions for IRI and IRZ, one can effectively 
decide whether IRI = IR2, whether IR1 n IRZ # 6, or whether IR1 s IR2, and one 
can effectively decide whether IRI is a singleton set and whether IR2 is a singleton 
set. Thus, it is decidable whether the sentence is true for +-. Cl 
What properties are used in the proof? 
(al The system T has IRR(T) as a regular set. This is true if T is finite or T is 
regular [ 1, 151. 
cbj For any regular set R, A*(R) is regular. This is true if T is monoadic. 
However, it is also necessary to compute a representation for A*(R 1 from a 
representation for R, and this can be done if T is monadic and either finite or 
regular or context-free or indexed [4]. 
(c) For any congruence class there is a unique irreducible representative so that 
it is sufficient to ask questions about irreducible strings. This is true if and only if 
T is Church-Rosser. 
cd) It is decidable given regular expressions for R 1 and R2 whether RI = Rz or 
R1c_RzorR1nRz= 69, and whether RI is a singleton set. 
The above observations lead to an extension of Theorem 3.1 as follows. 
If Z is a finite alphabet and, for each a E 2 u {e], there is a finite-state acceptor 
that recognizes some set of strings each longer t’nan a, then the set of pairs (x, a ), 
whcrc s is rccognizcd by the acceptor associated with a, is an infinite regular 
monadic Thue system. It is decidable whether an infinite regular monadic Thue 
system is Church-Rosser [153. Now, if T is an infinite regular Thus system, then 
IRR( Tl is regular [ 151, and if T is an infinite regular monadic Thue system, then 
for every regular set, A*(R) is reglrl;tr [4]. Thus, Theorem 3.1 also holds for Thue 
congruences generated by infinite regular monadic Thue systems that are Church- 
Rosscr. 
The referee has asked whether the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are necessary. In 
the last section examples are grven of infLiite systems for which the conclusion of 
Theorem 3.1 holds. It is necessary that for each regular set R, the set of irreducible 
descendants of strings in R must be regular, that is, 3*(R) n IRR(T) is regular for 
regular R. This property is true for some systems that are not monadic; for example, 
a system that h=;s only length,-preserving rules has J*(R) = R for every set R and 
cvcry string is irreducible, but such a system is not Church-Rosser since congruence 
classes may have more than one irreducible element. We do not know whether 
one can weaken or omit the requirrment that a Church-Rosser system be monadic 
to guitrantee that 11”t R ) is regular Y Ilen R is regular. Another question is whether 
the rc~ult holds when there is a aifferent ordering of strings or rules or rule 
applications so that the noticn of ‘reduction’ is not based on the application of 
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length-reducing rules. The Church-Rosser property has been defined for Thue 
systems with different notions of ‘reduction’ but it is not known if the conclusion 
or” Theorem 3.1 can be obtained in such a setting. 
Let us consider the inherent complexity of the set of true sentences in 
LINSEN(T, Z) for some suitable T. If T EC* XC* is empty, then T is finite, 
monadic and Church-Rosser. Let El and E2 be arbitrary regular expressions over 
X, and ler L(El) and L(E2) be the regular sets represented by El and E2. Let t’] 
be a universal variable with domain L(El), and let 2~2 be an existential variable 
with domain L(E2). Let w be any string in C*. Then the sentence Vvl 3vz ( u1 w = 
uzw) istrue under the interpretation fs*~ for = if and only if L&)(w) c L(&)(W) 
if and only if L(E1) c L(E2). Since El and E2 can be chosen arbitrarily, this means 
that the membership problem for the set of true sentences in LINSEN(T, Cl is 
PSPACE-hard [9, 121. 
To find an upper bound on the complexity of this problem, one must determine 
the complexity of computing from a finite monadic Church-Rosser system T and 
a regular expression E, a regular expression for the set 3 *(L(E)) n IRR( T 1. The 
technique of [4] only uses polynomial space. Thus the decision procedure can be 
carried out in polynomial space. 
It is reasonable to ask whether Theorem 3.1 follows from the methods of 
quantification theory. The answer is “no” since some of the sentences that arc 
decidable for finite monadic Church-iCosser systems are undecidable if the require- 
ment that the system be Church-Rosser is omitted. For example, it is undecidable 
whether the monoid presented by a Thue system is a group but as shown in the 
next section this question is decidable when the Thue system is finite, monadic and 
Church-Rosser. 
4. Applications 
Consider a Thus system T on an alphabet C and the monoid &- = C* ] +. Here 
we show that certain specific questions abou<i: L-ti.. JY7’are decidable if T is finite, monadic 
and Church-Rosser. The results are corollaries of Theorem 3.1. 
Recall from Section 3 that, for an alphabet C, a regular set A c X”, 2nd a striqg 
11’ e_r*, there is a sentetlce S such that for a Thue system T on Ir, S is true under 
the interpretation for = if and only if w is in the yubmonoid of & generated by 
A. The question whether this sentence is true for 7’ follows from Theorem 3.1. 
.F?T* any A d P, let, l( (A ) denote the submonoit of AT generated by A, i.c., 
l(A) = {[NY]/ it’ E A *} = { [.r 1 ] G l - - 0 [A-,,] / rt 2 1, each xi E A} ~LJ {[c]I. 
where 0 is the multiplication ilr A&-. 
7~ jr/o~~~cr proNem is the question: For strings x and y, is s congruent to 21 
power of y? Since _‘. is congruent to a pf>wer of t’ if and only if x is in the submonoid 
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generated by (y ), the decidability of the power problem follows from the decidability 
of the generalized <word problem. r) 
Theorem 4.1. Let T be a Thue system on an alphabet 2. Suppose that T is finite, 
monadic and Church-Rosser. Then the generalized word problem for regular sets 
and the power problem are decidable. 
The submonoid iroblem is the question: Given A and B, is A(A) c,U(B)? 
Theorem 4.2. Let T be a Thue system on the alphabet C. Suppose 
monadic and Church-Rosser. Then the submonoid problem for 
decidable. 
that T is finite, 
regular sets is 
Proof. Let A and B be regular sets. Let x be a universal variable with domain A* 
arrd let y be an existential variable with domain B*. Let S be the sentence 
Vs’x 3y !x = y ). Then S is true for T if and only if &(A) c&(B). Cl 
A set A CC* is independent in JUT if x E A implies that x’ is not congruent to 
any string in &‘(A - {x}). 
Theorem 4.3. Let T be a Thue system on the alphabet C. Suppose that T is finite, 
monadic a& Church-Rosser. Then the independent set problem for finite sets is 
decidable. 
Pro& Let ,4 = {W 1, . . . , M’,,}. For each i = 1, . . . , II, let t!, be an existential variable 
with dorndin ;A -(w,})*. Then A is not independent indtiT if and only if the sentence 
3~‘~ Gk,, !!~1’~~~~)~...vV(~‘,,~~~,)jisfruefor T. !Il 
The subrnonoid M(A) is j’ree on A if every clement of %/H(A) has a unique 
factorization as a product (in J&-) of elements of {[xl\ x E A)- {[e]}. Suppose that 
!J*tA ) A IRR( 7’)) -{e) is finite, say {x ,, . . . , s,}. Let ul and 2’2 be existential 
variables with domain A*(A*) n IRR(T). If MT is cancellative, then every element 
of .iitA I has a unique factorization in terms of {[x1( s E A} - {[e]} if and only if the 
scntcncc 
is false for ‘7: If T is finite, monadic and Church-Rosser, then it is decidable whether 
this sentence is true for T. However, we do not know how to determine whether 
.& is cancellative. Hence, the decidability of freeness remains open. 
Again, ICI T be a Thuc system on an aiphabet G. If A c C* is finite, is the 
whmonoid . WA I generated by A a subgroup of . &? Let A = {x 1, . , . . , .I-,,} and 
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assume ti A. For each i = 1, . . . , n, let ~1, vi,2 be existential variables with domain 
A*. Let S be the sentence 
A (x~v;,,I = e) A (v,..,2xn =e)). 
This sentence is true for T if and on’ry if, for each x EA, the congruence class of 
x has both a right and a left inverse in d(A). Since M(A) is the smallest submonoid 
of & containing {[xl (x E A}, M(A) is a subgroup of J&- if and only if, for each 
x E A, the congruence class of x has an inverse in &A). 
Thesrerrk 4.4:. Let T be a Thue system on an alpha&et 2. Suppose that T is finite, 
monadic and Church-Rosser. Then the following question is decidable : For (r finite 
set A c X*, is the submonoid generated by A subgroup of MT? 
If T is a Thue system on a finite alphabet C, then J& ic; a grcup if and only if 
&(C) =.&- is a subgroup of JUT, 
Corollary 4.5. Let T be a Thue system on an alphabet C. Suppose that T is finite, 
monadic and Church-Rosser. Then the following question is decidable : IsJUra group? 
In Section 3 it was noted that, in general, the decision procedure requires 
polynomizl space. However, the questions posed in Theorem 4.4 and Corollary 
4.5 can be answered in polynomial time [3]. 
A right (left) idc,,. -1 of monoid JIY is a nonempty set 9 c,ti such that for every 
x’ E 4; and y E Ju, xy E 9 (resp., yx E 9). A twolsided ideal is a subset that is both a 
left and right ideal. 
Theorem 4.6. Let T be a Thue system on un alphabet C. Suppose that T is finite, 
monadic and Church-Rosser, Then the following question is decidable : For a regular 
set A t E”, is the submonoid ,H (A ) generated by A a right (left, two-sided) ideal of 
2&J-? 
Proof. Let u1 be a universal variable with domain /I *, let u2 be a universal variable 
with domain Yr”, and let us be an existential variable with domain A’. NOW &A > 
is a right ideal of ,f&- if and only if the sentence Vu1 Vu2 3~3 (~102 = ~3) is true for” 
T, and M(A) is a left ideal of ,,&- if and only if the sentence ‘dtlz VI.:~ 3~ (t!~z~ 1 s r.4 
is true for T. Cl 
In a monoid JZX, Green’s relations are defined as follows: 
(a) s96?y if and only if {xz 1: E Jtl) = {yz ( z e-A}; 
(b) xYy if and only if {zx 1 z EM) = {zy it Ed&}; 
(c) x,Yy if and only if (.z1.~z2\zl, z~~.ti}=(z~yt~~z~, z;!E~$~); 
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(d) By if and on!y if x9y or x2Zy ; 
(e) xZ-‘y if and only if x%y and xYy. 
Theorem 4.7. Let T be a Thue system on an alphabet 2. Suppose that T is firzite, 
monadic and Church-Rosser. Then Green’s relations for 4~ are decidable, i.e., it is 
decidable given x and y whether x9y or x.By or x$y or x9y or x%?y holds. 
Proof. Let u1 and u2 be universal variables with domain X”, and let 293 and u4 be 
existential variables with domain .C*. Now x%y holds in A& if and only if both the 
sentence Vu1 3v2 (xul = yt13) and also the sentence VII~ 31.~4 (yvz =xD~) are true for 
T. Thus, CR is decidable and similarly .5? is decidable, and hence so are 9 and 2%‘. 
Also, x.%y holds in &- if and only if both the sentence VZQ Vvz 32~3 3v4 (vnxv2 = 
ujyvr) and also the sentence Vvl Vvz 32~3 32~4 (v1yu2 = V~XV,& are true for T. Thus, 
.% is decidable. 0 
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